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For more information about volunteering and European Voluntary Service in particular, visit the 

Voluntary Activities section of this website. 

Please note, information about organisations and projects is only available in English. 

PROJECT ENVIRONMENT 

PROJECT ENVIRONMENT: 

The Agency of Inspection and Restoration of Monuments of Moldova is situated in the capital of 

Moldova – Chisinau. Moreover, the Agency is situated on one of the central streets which makes public 

access to the Agency easy. Also, the agency is situated on the territory of one of the oldest buildings 

in Chisinau and the first museum – Museum Zemstvei which now is unfortunately in awful conditions 

even though also makes part of the historical heritage of the city. This makes our location more 

significant and symbolic. Chisinau is the main administrative, economic, scientific and cultural centre 

of Moldova. The city has just over 700,000 inhabitants and the whole metropolitan area is roughly one 

million inhabitants. In terms of number of inhabitants, Chisinau is the largest city of the country. 

Chisinau is divided in five administrative sectors; Botanica, Buiucani, Center, Ciocana and Riscani. It is 

often referred to as the greenest city in Europe due to the high proportion of well maintained green 

spaces. The Agency is situated in the district of Center, close to one of the biggest city parks. In every 

district of Chisinau there is access to city transportation, shopping centres, hospitals, banks, police 

units, post offices, sport clubs, cafes and restaurants, night clubs. In Chisinau the volunteer can 

benefit from a wide range of low budget-free time activities, for example students cafes, informational 

centres with free access to libraries and Internet, alternative art clubs and houses. Being situated in 

the area of Museum Zemstvei and former National Archive, the Agency occupies a new office building 

which consists of one well-equipped conference-hall where we meet our guests and present results of 

our work, a common office room for the specialists and director room. Agency has well-equipped office 

with a working place for a volunteer, there is also Wireless connection, so the volunteer can use own 

laptop if necessary. The conference room is also temporary place for the archive we work on, so the 

visitors have access to the folders with all archive information divided by cases or places names.  

http://europa.eu/youth/eu/voluntary-activities/volunteering-opportunities_en


 

The Agency staff travels to the on-site visits by a car and of course there would be always a place 

offered to our volunteer if he likes to join us. Thus our volunteer will have an unique opportunity to 

travel with us through the country and to see the most interesting historical monuments as well as 

their current conditions today. Our staff does not speak English well, but we eager to make our best to 

communicate with volunteer. Our working language is Romanian, however we do also speak Russian, 

the director speaks fluent French and the main specialist speaks fluent Italian. We all work almost on 

voluntary basis, but we are very patient and enthusiastic on what we are doing. We would like to 

share our enthusiasm and knowledge about the heritage of Chisinau and Moldova with the 

international volunteer. Some of the staff members used to be volunteers within international 

programmes and thus we realize the possible challenges of being volunteer in another country and we 

would guarantee support to our volunteer in the integration process. Volunteers are accommodated in 

the volunteers flats or hosting families within Chisinau. Every volunteer has his/her own room and 

access to basic facilities according to Moldovan standards of life. ADVIT Moldova being EVS contact 

point supports a big number of volunteers so our volunteer will have chance to meet the entire EVS 

community of Moldova. In the daily life volunteer will be also supported by local mentor and by our 

team. The mentor would be provided by ADVIT Moldova. The mentor will help volunteer in learning 

process and daily life issues. The head of the Agency, Mr Ion Stefanita would be happy to take the 

responsibility of projects supervisor, but besides this all team would like to support and help our 

volunteer. 

 

 

PROPOSED ACTIVITIES FOR EVS VOLUNTEERS: 

Hosted volunteer would be fully involved in the team work thus can gather such capacities as team-

working and mutual learning besides knowledge of the Moldova heritage and its condition nowadays. 

We would propose a number of activities for the international volunteer, however this can be revised 

while meeting volunteer according to his/her particular needs, interests and motivation, as well as 

cultural and other backgrounds. Our suggestions would be: 

- 30% of time volunteer can spend on some daily work which is dedicated to Agency aims and 

objectives achivements. This will include such activities as: help with preparation of public lectures 

and presentations which are focused on heritage protection and raising awareness towards the actual 

problems; working on power-point or other presentation of different case studies and heritage entities 

(especially after site-visiting); assistance in preparing leaflets and other promotional materials which 

could be distributed on the streets and during special events the Agency takes part in; assistance and 

support in preparatory phase of events organization. For example, Agency takes part in annual Days 

of European Heritage in Moldova, which take part in September each year. During these days Agency 

presents some work results, analyses current situation and gives diplomas to those to contributed in 

heritage protection and etc.; working on video preparations and photo-presentations on case-studies 

and the problem of responsibility towards the heritage in general; All these activities would be 

supported and advised by the team of Agency and does not reacquire any special professional skills. 

Any own ideas of the volunteer would be very welcome and supported by the team as well,  

- 20% of time volunteer will spend within the team visiting places on-sites all around Moldova and 

help the team with revising and exploring the monuments. This also includes analysis of results as 

well as preparation and publication of video and photo reports, presentation and dissemination of the 

results (via mass-media, youtube, social networks and etc.); 

- 20% of time volunteer will work on reports about different cases and equal situations in other 

cities/countries. This is a very important part of the work since it will give the Agency an opportunity 

to support its reports with examples of other countries which will make society pay more attention to 



the cases. This can involve researching cases of urban planning, legal initiatives and etc. in different 

European countries depending on volunteer mother tongue and other languages spoken as well as 

personal interests in researching the cases.  

- 10% of time volunteer might work with the international relations of organization, this might include 

looking for agencies working in the same field, fixing links with other relevant agencies in Europe in 

order to fix collaboration and exchange of experiences.  

- 10% of time volunteer will spend on translations to English if volunteer has basic knowledge of 

English or to volunteer mother tongue (press-releases, pages in social networks and etc.). English is 

not recruitment once we recruit the volunteer.  

- 10% of time fundraising and office-management activities. 

 

When volunteer will know the local language he/she could also be involved in work with archive and 

mapping cultural heritage, as well as direct involvement in the preparation of the publications. We 

believe the volunteer can benefit from all the proposed activities and also get an unique opportunity to 

travel around Moldova which will make his/her understanding of the culture much better and 

intercultural dimension of the project much stronger. 

 

 

VOLUNTEER PROFILES AND RECRUITMENT PROCESS: 

We do not expect any specific profiles, the main criteria for us would be sincere interest and will to 

take part in the process of protection the cultural heritage. A relevant background in architecture or 

restoration would be welcome however absolutely not necessary in case of sincere eager will to 

discover Moldovan culture. Some knowledge of English, French or Italian would be an advantage, 

however not necessary and will not influence the selection process. Interested candidates need to 

send their CV and motivation letter to ADVIT Moldova. Selection will be done after skype/phone 

interview by the Agency.  

 

 

RISK PREVENTION, PROTECTION AND SAFETY: 

Volunteer will be prepared upon their arrival by the host organization and EVS contact point outside 

the HO -ADVIT Moldova with regard to: the Dos and do nots, rights and responsibilities as EVS 

volunteers, code of conduct in the host country, cultural differences, possible risks in their daily life 

and work environment. EVS contact point outside our Agency - ADVIT Moldova will ensure safe living 

conditions. In case of accidents or emergency situations ADVIT Moldova team members and its 

mentors provide support to volunteer at any time: administrative support, technical support, personal 

support, contacting the insurance company and arranging possible medical treatment, solving the 

problems with police if occurred. ADVIT Moldova helps volunteers to integrate into the local 

community by informing them about cultural events happening in the city, by organizing 

intercultural/community activities, by providing volunteer with local mentors that introduce volunteers 

into the local culture, ways of life, invite volunteers to their homes and make trips together. Agency 

organizes free time activities for its staff members and volunteers, to develop the team spirit and to 

help volunteers to integrate better into the working and local community. We would prefer to host 

volunteer older than 16 or 17 years old in order to be sure we are able to prevent any kind of risks 

and crises.  

 

 

 



The Agency is able to host 1 EVS volunteer at the same time. The organisation does not intend to 

organise short-term EVS group projects nor to work with young people with less opportunities. 

MOTIVATION AND EVS EXPERIENCE 

Agency of Inspection and Restoration of Monuments of Moldova is an unique institution which does a 

great amount of socially significant work being the only one institute of this kind, but responsible for 

all the historical monuments of Moldova which are 5686 entities. Thus there is always a big amount or 

different kind of work within the Agency and any support and interest towards our initiatives is very 

much appreciated by our team and local society in general. We would love to host international 

volunteer because we think Agency can give an unique opportunity to explore the situation with the 

cultural heritage of Moldova by the first-hand experience. On the other hand, we also hope to cultivate 

the intercultural learning within the Agency work which is extremely important for a state institution 

like we are. We would highly appreciate implication of other culture perspectives and different 

backgrounds and experiences in our daily work which is protection of cultural and historical heritage 

as well as urban development. We believe the volunteer can benefit a lot from being directly involved 

in saving the historical heritage of Chisinau and Moldova 

DESCRIPTION OF THE ORGANISATION 

Agency for Inspection and Restoration of Monuments of Moldova is a public body founded in 2011 

which plays a special and truly significant role in protection of cultural and historical heritage of 

Moldova and Chisinau, its capital, in particular. Unfortunately the current situation with the historical 

monuments is very poor and precarious and now we officially beat an alarm on the possible total 

disappearance of the cultural and historical heritage. The historical monuments are being destroyed, 

demolished and rebuilt not in a proper way, all this increases possible lose of the cultural heritage and 

urban citizenship. In this context activities of Agency are extremely important and essential especially 

taken into account the fact that the Agency is the only one public institution whose aims refer to this 

problem. The main aim of the Agency is to protect cultural, historical, architectural, archaeological 

heritages of Moldova and raise awareness about its salvation as well as contribute to its salvation by 

different means of support and protection. Besides this one of the Agency main objectives is to 

develop a strategy of youth engagement in heritage protection and we would be really happy if our 

volunteer could be interested in taking part in it. The elaboration of the strategy stands behind 

different daily activities such as preparation of public lections, working on presentations of different 

case studies and etc. We believe the volunteer can take part in the strategy elaboration at some 

extend, but of course it will only depend on volunteer own interests and abilities, as well as desire to 

implement a personal project within Agency work and general strategy and aims. Agency would really 

welcome any personal ideas of volunteer implementation and will do all possible to support volunteer 

in work within this direction. The Agency whose staff consists of 7 people (director, 4 specialists in 

monuments protection, secretary and an accountant) is supervising 997 monuments in Chisinau and 

5686 monuments within the entire country. Not all the staff members are presenting in the office all 

the time, so the volunteer will meet on daily and contact directly 4 staff representatives in the office. 

The daily activities of the Agency include work with archive of the monuments (proceeding, adapting, 

renovating, translating and sustaining an open access to the archive), on-site visits of monuments 

(recording, researching and exploring the current situation), processing, publishing and disseminating 

the results of on-site visits in order to raise awareness on the situation especially while an illegal 

intromission was detected, preparing and publishing books and catalogues on history of Chisinau, 

proposing public initiatives and social campaigns for heritage protection (ex. common parks and 



monuments cleaning), initiating educational programmes in order to sustain the urban development 

and urban citizenship, supervising the legal system in the field of heritage protection and elaboration 

of legal initiatives, monitoring of situation with all the monuments and preparation of legal/public 

appeals for protection if necessary, elaboration and development of different urban planning activities 

(urban zone plan, national plan of restoration and etc.), collaboration with architects and public 

figures, encouraging internal tourism and protection strategies and etc. 

 


